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SERVING THE ECONOMIC WELL-BEING OF 
SOUTH AFRICANS continued

SARB’S 
RESPONSE TO 
COVID-19

The outbreak of the coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, 
and the measures taken to contain its 
spread, are having wide-ranging and 
deep social and economic impacts 
globally and in South Africa.  
South Africa’s economic conditions have deteriorated rapidly 
with the disruption of supply chains and normal business 
operations and a decline in both export and domestic 
demand for goods and services. In addition, the risk of job 
losses and business failure has intensified. Small businesses 
and individuals who earn their income in the informal sector 
are particularly hard hit. 

To limit the negative repercussions of the pandemic on the 
South African economy, and to support economic activity, 
the SARB will continue to use monetary policy, financial 
market operations and its regulatory tools to contribute 
towards the continued smooth functioning of the country’s 
financial sector and the stability of its financial system.  
The MPC, Financial Stability Committee and Prudential 
Committee, among other functions, coordinate the SARB’s 
efforts in this regard.

How do the recent interest rate cuts 
implemented by the SARB assist businesses 

and households at this time?

A

Since January 2020, the MPC has reduced the repurchase 
(repo) rate by 275 basis points. To date, the magnitude of 
the rate cuts in 2020 are among the largest made by any 
emerging market central bank during this period and have 
brought the repo rate to a record low of 3.75%. These 
decisions have helped to ease financial conditions and 
provided short-term relief for households and businesses, 
and in turn, support economic activity.

Current indications from the World Health Organization  
are that the pandemic is unlikely to end quickly, with the 
possibility of shorter, less virulent waves experienced over 
time. Such risks will contribute to an environment of  
ongoing economic uncertainty and present downside risks  
to a sustained global economic recovery, even as lockdown 
restrictions are gradually lifted. The MPC will continue to 
assess the risks to inflation, including from weaker economic 
growth and those arising from wage and price pressures  
and the depreciation of the rand exchange rate.
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Credit risk: corporate failures and retail defaults.
Market risk: declines in financial asset values and foreign-exchange exposures.
Liquidity risk: foreign-exchange liquidity shortages, rand liquidity shortages, 
collateral shortages as a result of lower values and panic withdrawals.
Regulatory requirements: difficulty meeting regulatory requirements  
(for example the liquidity coverage ratio, capital and solvency requirements  
and asset classes).
Risk of failure: impact on profitability and concentrated exposure to affected 
sectors as well as liquidity pressure  and higher funding cost.

Impact on investors, individuals, pension funds, foreign portfolio flows, exchange 
rates, wealth effects, lower collateral values, stop losses (automatic trade orders 
to sell assets at a specific price level), fire sales (the selling of assets at heavily 
discounted prices), market illiquidity and excessive volatility.

Severe adverse impact on economic activity and fiscal position as a result of 
death, illness, quarantine measures, travel limitations, business closures, town 
lockdowns and the shutdown of all services in certain areas etc.

Confidence 
shock

Why is the stability of the financial 
system important?

A

The role of the financial system includes an intermediation 
function, that is, to move money from people who save to 
people who need financial resources or want to invest, 
smoothing their income and expenditure over time. It also 
enables households and businesses to save, invest and 
transact and facilitate local and international trade. It therefore 
directly or indirectly touches every South African citizen.

As a small open economy with limited national savings, 
South Africa is vulnerable to global economic and financial 
market shocks, which may have adverse effects on the real 
economy. Episodes of global risk aversion typically trigger 
sizable outflows of capital, which can negatively affect the 
cost and availability of private and public sector financing  
in South Africa. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
operational disruptions, assets prices and the exchange 
rate as well as strain on financial institutions arising from 
increased credit, market, liquidity and regulatory risk could 
affect financial stability. It is therefore imperative that the 
SARB, together with other government agencies, 
implement appropriate macroeconomic and financial sector 
stability measures. 

How does the SARB ensure the stability 
of the financial system? 

A

The FSR Act gives the SARB an explicit mandate to protect 
and enhance financial stability. This includes monitoring the 
global and domestic environment to identify potential risks 
that may create instability in the financial system and to 
take steps to either prevent or mitigate risks if a systemic 
event occurs.

   Progress against SFA 2 and the report on financial 
stability: pages 23 and 54 respectively.

The SARB also regulates and supervises individual financial 
institutions. It is particularly important that the SARB 
identifies and ensures the safety and soundness  
of financial institutions that are important for the stability  
of the financial system, as their failure could result in 
significant economic, financial and social costs. The SARB 
aims to reduce the probability of such failures through 
prudential regulation. 

   Progress against SFA 3 and the report of the Prudential 
Authority: pages 25 and 62 respectively.

Channels through which financial stability could be affected by COVID-19

Asset prices 
and exchange  

rate

Operational  
disruptions

Strain on 
financial 

institutions

Weak economic 
environment

COVID-19

More information on how COVID-19 may impact financial stability: page 55.
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What are the SARB’s priorities to protect the 
stability of the financial system during 

the pandemic?

A

The SARB’s three main priorities during the COVID-19 
pandemic are to:

 > Provide support to households and businesses to
help stabilise economic activity while anchoring long-
term inflation expectations.

 > Maintain financial stability and the smooth functioning
of financial markets, including adequate levels of liquidity
and orderly price setting in key markets such as the
bond and foreign exchange markets.

 > Ensure a regular flow of credit to households while
simultaneously ensuring the safety and soundness of
regulated financial institutions.

How is the SARB supporting funding 
markets under strain due to the global 

impact of the pandemic?

A

 > The high aversion to risk and large swings in asset
prices experienced during the pandemic have curtailed
the funding that banks need to clear transactions, which
under normal market conditions is readily available. The
SARB is providing liquidity to clearing banks more
frequently and over a longer period than normal (up
to 12 months), ensuring a continuous flow of funding to
support uninterrupted transactional activity across
the economy.

 > The SARB is purchasing government bonds from the
secondary bond market (the market through which those
who had bought bonds directly from government can
buy and sell these bonds to other market participants).

Why is the SARB buying government 
bonds from the secondary market? 

A

Government is the largest borrower in the economy and 
the government bond market is the largest and most liquid 
bond market and therefore plays an important role in  
South Africa’s capital markets. The orderly functioning of 
the capital markets is important for financial stability and 
the effectiveness of monetary policy.  

The pandemic has resulted in sharp spikes in risk aversion 
in domestic and overseas financial markets. This has 
caused increased volatility in bond prices and constrained 
liquidity in the bond market, meaning that small 
transactions can have a big impact on bond prices. 
The objective of the SARB’s programme to purchase 
government bonds is to reduce excessive volatility, make it 
easier for buyers and sellers to agree on prices and ease 
liquidity concerns. The SARB is not purchasing bonds to 
influence the shape of the yield curve or the price of bonds. 
Bonds are not purchased directly from government but 
from approved SARB counterparties. The purchases are 
held in the SARB’s Monetary Policy Portfolio. The SARB 
can use the bonds in the portfolio to inject or drain liquidity 
in the money market. This means that at a future date the 
SARB can sell these bonds if it needs to drain money 
market liquidity.

What regulatory relief measures has the 
SARB provided for banks during the crisis?

A

Financial sector regulation is largely about building up 
buffers during good times to be used during times of 
stress. The SARB’s approach to the COVID-19 crisis has 
been to facilitate the orderly utilisation of buffers to support 
the economy during a downturn.  

The regulatory relief measures, designed to ensure that 
banks can support their clients through the economic  
crisis and absorb losses that may result from the  
economic downturn, were introduced in the following  
three areas:

 > Capital relief on loans that were restructured due to
the crisis and that were in good standing before the
pandemic. This means that for the duration of the crisis,
restructured loans will not attract a higher capital charge.
This covers loans to households, small and medium-
sized businesses, corporates and specialised lending.

 > A lower liquidity coverage ratio for banks of 80% (from
100%) for the duration of the crisis.

 > Lower capital requirements, including clear criteria
enabling banks to dip into their capital conservation
buffer. The timetable to rebuild buffers once the crisis
has abated, will balance the need for a resilient banking
system with the impact on credit extension and
economic growth.

The Prudential Authority also issued several guidance notes 
to advise banks and insurers in the management of the 
present crisis. In particular, guidance has been provided on 
accounting treatments and interpretations as well as advice 
on the distribution of dividends and bonuses to senior 
employees. 
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A

What is SARB’s role in assisting small 
businesses during the COVID-19 

pandemic?

On 20 April 2020, the President of the Republic  
of South Africa announced the formation of a Loan 
Guarantee Scheme to assist qualifying small and 
medium-sized businesses (with an annual turnover  
of less than R300 million) impacted by the COVID-19 
pandemic and associated lockdown. The scheme was 
implemented on 12 May 2020 by the National Treasury, 
the SARB and commercial banks. The SARB has 
earmarked R100 billion to be made available to 
commercial banks at the repo rate. Commercial banks, 
in turn, will provide loans to qualifying businesses for 
certain operational expenses such as salaries, rent and 
lease agreements, and the fulfilment of supplier contract 
terms etc. The COVID-19 loans are offered at a single, 
agreed lending rate (which tracks the repo rate) by all 
banks participating in the scheme. The COVID-19 loans 
cover up to three months of operational costs and can 
be drawn down monthly. Repayments start six months 
after the first drawdown although interest accumulates 
from the date of the first drawdown. Businesses have 
a maximum of 60 months to repay the capital and 
interest. The loan facility is guaranteed by the  
National Treasury.




